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Message from .vidims pQrents.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
is nothing and we are nothing.
Due to the overwhelming Anything that we are, have
response to his letter in the been, or shall be, is because of
Huntington paper, the father of Thy goodness and blessing. Our
Bob Harris, one of the 34 foot- only purpose here on earth was
ball players who died in the to serve Thee and earn heaven.
Nov. 14 crash, asked the Par- We were here only because of
thenon to run the following Thy will and shall never
statement. He hopes that in this question Thee, but rather
way he will be able to reach humbly submit ourselves to Thy
those parents and students just, holy and divine will. •
effected by the crash who he
You have called us to Thy
was not able to provide with a home in heaven and we come
copy of his first letter.
-back home to Thee, our

The parents of Mark Andrews, Bob Harris and Jack
Repasy have asked me to give
this message to you. They are
sure that their sons would want
us to relay it to you :
With Thee, dear God, there is
faith--hope--love--eharity.
Without Thee, dear God, there

heavenly father. We pray to
Thee, dear Father, for those we
leave behind. Please bless them
and give them the strength to
uphold and keep safe the things
we so dearly cherished while
here on earth.
Help our parents, brothers
and sisters and all those so dear
to know that we are with them

through Thee now and forever.
Grant them the blessing to
accept Thy will as we have.
Hold them close to Thy bosom,
dear God, so that they may
know joy--not grief, as we answer Thy call. Make them
aware that our 20 years on earth
were lived to the fullest, and
were filled with love, warmth
and happiness. We enj~yed an
inner peace that comes from
knowing we were loved by those
whom we loved.
Give the faculty, students and
alumni of Marshall the
guidance to maintain the
traditions and principles that
we held and cherished. Allow
Marshall to always be strong, to
produce men and women of
strength,
wisdom,
and
leadership to safeguard the
principles of church and God
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and country for the troubled in which you entrust authority,
times they had.
the wisdom to administer with
Allow us always to look down strength, righteousness and a
on Marshall and be proud to true concern and love of his
have been a part of the Thun- fellow man. Make known to all,
dering Herd.
dear God, that heaven is not
Grant blessings to those we going to be won by default.
leave behind, that they may see Heaven must be earned, all
that apathy is the greatest must walk the way of the cross .
danger of all. Give them the To carry one's own cross is not
strength to want to be involved. enough; one must reach out and
Give them strength to show help shoulder the burden of all.
openly their faith and love of
Dear God, keep lit the light
Thee, dear God.
along the true path so that they
Guide them to love one may not ·stray to the path of
anoUier and their fellow man. least resistence and lose their
Enlighten all to the fact that to way. Guide them here with us so
be loved--one must open his own that we may all be rejoined in
heart in true love. True love is the wholesome love of Thy
strength--order and respect of countenence for all eternity.
one's fellow man.
·Grant blessings to those
The parents of
subject to authority to accept
Mark, Bob and Jack
Thy will, dear God. Bless those
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Draft workshop
set next week
Representatives of ttie
Columbus (Ohio) Draft Counseling Service will be at
Marshall Dec. 12 and 13 to
conduct a workshop' for those
interested in the , new draft
information center here.
The Columbus Draft Project
is a group from Columbus, Ohio,
who help train people in the
counseling of possible draftees.
Michael Gant, Huntington.
junior and student body
president,
said
Student
Government is helping with the
newly organized draft center
here but the project is citywide.
He said quite a few meetings
have taken place and progress
is being made.

Mrs. Pat Jarrell, Huntington
housewife, said she is very
pleased with the response the
cemmun:ty is making. She said
that they come from "all Wjllks
of life" . and have nothing in
common except the desire to
help in draft information.
Mrs. Jarrell said the biggest
problem facing the new project
is a pla<;e to set up headquarters. The meetings that have
taken place so far have been at
the Campus Christian Center.
But, she said that they would
like a place to meet at the
center of town.
The meeting of the Columbus
Draft Project will be at 724 4th
Avenue at 12:30 p.m. both days.

Sketc.hes offer
a wide range
Sketches for the Marshall
University art · memorial have
been submitted by the
Department of Art to John
Callebs, director of · development.
Callebs said, "These are just
preliminary sketches. There
has been no decision on which
sketch will be selected.
Hopefully, a committee of
students, faculty and alumni
will meet and select a suitable
memorial, but at this time I
can't say exactly what will
happen."
Callebs said the sketches
offer a wide range. "They range
from the traditional to the
abstract. Some are heavily
symbolic with numbP.rs in-

terposed, some offer the idea of
an eternal flame and one is
designed in the image of a
football ."
He added, "one of the sketches is shaped like a large "M"
with an eternal flame in the
center."
"We are very appreciative to
the Department of Art for their
time and effort in getting these
sketches for us. For the amount
of time they had, they did an
excellent job."
A site for the memorial has
not been determined as yet.
"There has been a great deal of
speculation, but nothing has
been officially released," he
added.

Paintings
on exhibit

Cinema Society to show
romantic comedy film
"Hallelujah The Hills," a
romantic comedy, will be
presented by the Marshall
University Arts and Cinema
Society at 8 p.m . Sunday in the
Evelyn Hollberg Smith Recital
Hall.
Written and directed by
Adolfas Mekas, the film

fund drive nears $65 000

WICHITA, Kan. AP - Con- Fourth National Bank and Trust
tributions mailed to the Wichita Co., where the fund account is
State-Marshall Universities ' held, said over 8,000 letters
Memorial Fund in response to •from "all over everywhere"
the " Night of Stars" television have been received this week.
benefit Saturday night were
He said letters had come from
estimated Thursday at $65,000. as far off as Hawaii and Alaska.
Robeyo
Asmann,
vice
Through Wednesday afpresident and controller of the ternoon, Asmann said 5,694

KAREN.PANCAKE, Chesapeake, Ohio, junior studies a painting in
mixed media by Leona Mackey. The painting is.on exhibit on the
sixth floor of Smith Hall.

/
contributions
had
been
processed, totaling $44,560 or an
average of $7.83 per donation.
Half of the contributions
received through the mail will
be given to Marshall University.
Asmann said Thursday's mail
contained 2,230 letters - which
have not been processed.

parodies practically .every film remm1scences. Unencumbered
style from Griffith to Goddard. by plot, the film ridll! free and
Director of photography is Ed billows into gaiety and fun.
Emshwiller and it. is produced
It resorts to slow motion, fast
by David C. Stone.
motion and stop motion. The
A Janus Films release, it screen continually changes size
. stars Peter Beard, Shelia Finn, and shape.
Marty Greenbaum, Blanche
Michael I. Cornfeld, inDee and· Peggy Steffans.
structor in art and president of
FilmedinSouthLondonderry, the arts and cinema society,
Vermont, " Hallelujah The said, " I've never seen the movie
Hills" is about Vera. a lovely but it's supposed to be very
girl, who for seven years has funny."
been courted by two different ·
New York Times said of the
·m~m . Two rivals unite in • movie, "For this unpretentious
friendship as they try to forget exercise in low-budget cinema,
their lost love.
made by a group of newcomers
This far-fetched story is with little more than a camera.
merely kindligg to light the a few reels of film, and a lot of
screen with wild cinematic imagination, it is the wildest
jokes and zany stunts in spirited and wittiest comedy of the
visions
and
nostalgic season."
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5,000 pre~register

Good
1ti. C> JP.JO. i Jntg

in . fou.r-day rush

Weath~r
MOSTLY cloudy and cool is the National
Weather Service forecast for today with a hign
in upper 50's and 20 per cent chance of
,precipitation. Saturday will be.mostly 'cloudy
with a chance of showers in the afternoon.

,

Today

DELTA
PI,
NATIONAL
EDUCATION HONORARY WILL MEET IN
North Parlor, Old Main. Dr. Robert Hayes,
dean of Tea~hers College, will be the guest
speaker. Music will feature Robin Chandler,
Huntington senior.
TRYOUTS for the Women's Intercollegiate
Basketball Team will be held 6-8 p.m. in the
women's gym.
KAPPA

Saturday
TRYOUTS for the Women's Intercollegiate
Basketball Team will continue 10-12 a.m. in
the women's gym.
.
THUNDERING HERD will meet Defiance .
College at 7:30 p.m. in Gullickson Hall in the
first wrestling match of the season. .
MASS FOR THE MARSHALL CATHOLIC
COMMUNITY will be held at 6 p.m. at the
Campus Christian Center.

Sunday
MASS FOR THE MARSHALL CATHOLIC
COMMUNITY will be held at 9:45 a.m. and 5
p.m. at CCC.
KEITH PETERS will address the Unitarian
Fellowship at 9:45 a.m. in the Campus
Christian Center library. He will speak on
Chinese Communism and Chinese religions.
"HALLELUJAH THE HILLS", a romantic
comedy, will be presented by the Marshall
University Arts and Cinema Society at 8 p.m.
in the Evelyn H. Smith Recital Hall.

Justice Fortas
lectures Monday
for MU Forum
Abe Fortas, former U.S.
Supreme Court Justice, w'III
speak at 8 p.m. Monday in Old
Main Auditorium as part of
Marshall's Community Forum
Series.
MU students will be admitted
by presenting activity cards.
The Yale graduate began his
civil servant career in the New
Deal Administration of , Pres.
Roosevelt. He was asked to
attend the organizational
meetings of the United Nations
in San Francisco and London.
Former Pres. Lyndon · 8 .
Johnson appointed Fortas to the
Supreme Court in 1965. "In this
instance, the, job sought the
man," said Johnson.
Fortas is considered by many
as a leader in the legal ·
revolution for human dignity.
He has been acknowledged as
one of the world's brightest
lawyers and jurists, He has
been acclaimed as the per- sonificlj_tion
ot _ cour~g,e ,
determination and expertise.
He is considered a liberal 'in
the traditi_on of Justices
Brandeis and Douglas. He led
the Court to uphold and protect
the civil liberties and the rights
of individuals in terms ·of a
modern society.

More than 5,000 students of an
estimated 6,500 students have
pre-registered, according to
Registrar Robert H. Eddins.
'"Second semester preregistration is always larger
and increases every year,"
Eddins said.
According to Eddins there
were approximately 2,000
students to register the first day
and 1,000 on each of the
.following days.
"It takes 10 or 15 minutes at
the most to get through the
registration line," Eddins sai~.
He continued to say, "At one
time we had five and six
checking to alleviate the lines."
Registration will end today. at
4 p.m. and those who do not preregister will register during

regular registration Jan. 29.
According to the registrar, in
order to obtain a trial schedule,
the student must go to his adviser and obtain a trial schedule •
request form. After the
schedule has been approved and
signed, the student should take
the approved schedule to old
main 18.
Students at this point will fill
out a registration form , billing
card and will address an envelope to his campus address ,
he said.
Eddins said, "Students should
be very careful when filling out
the
reg1strat1on
forms ,
especially in the area of section
numbers because this is the
area where most mistakes are
made."

What pleases Other sex?
Are you interested in knowing
what the opposite sex looks for
in YOU? One group in an ' Inter person a I Dynamics
Sociology c lass conducted by
Dr. Maurice L. Sill, professor of
sociology, took a survey to find
out.

marriage partners and steady
dates.
This survey is only one part of
the over-all plan and purpose of
the Interpersonal Dynamics
clas~. Dr. Sill explained that
after the class -is divided into
groups, each group is free, to
explore any and all fac.e ts of
Fifty men and 50 women were person-to-person relationships.
asked to state traits they desire In these explorations, the
in casual dates, steady dates, students are responsible for
and marriage partners. Of clarifying their goals and
many traits such as at- enhancing their interests and
tractiveness, intelligence, and the quality of their work.
common
opinions,
unThe groups in this class have
derstanding ranked highest.
branched out into several areas
of interpersonal relations.
For casual dates, both men These include in-depth study of
and
women
listed
at-. and participation in Volunteers
tractiveness and friendliness In
Community
Service,
high on the 'desirability scale, questionnaires for the police to·
while many women also looked determine their feelings toward
for leadership ability.
college students, and basic faceto-face study of people in order
Understanding and honesty to learn about them and achieve ·
were the big factors desired by understanding in terms of the
both men and women in " here and now."

15 ROTC cadets take
Combat Proficiency test
Fifteen Reserve •fficer
Training Corps cadets have
taken the Physical Combat
Proficiency Test to attain the
Counter Guerrilla shoulder tab,
pre-requisite to the shoulder
cord, according to Stanley
Lawson, Beckley junior and
Counter Guerrilla platoon
leader.
The test is given in three parts
written, physical, and in- .
spection - and each is worth 100
points.
"A cadet must score 240
points out of the possiQle 300
points to obtain the Coµnter
Guerrilla tab," he said.
"The written test consists of
questions about conventional
and guerrilla warfare, the inspection is of the cadet in

uniform, and the physical test is
mainly a test of endurance,"
Lawson said.
"The physical test is:
repetition of shoulder, hip, and
waist exercises; hand-walking
a 36-rung horizontal ladder; 40
yard low-<:rawl in less than 36
seconds; _dodge, run and jump
ex,rcise in 240 seconds ;
grenade throw, and a one mile
run in eight minutes," he said.
Each cadet must also have
attended at least one field
training exercise.
All participating cadets will
receive "participation rib bons," and may take the test
next semester. ThO!ie who pass
will receive membership rib.bons and the Counter Guerrilla
tab, said Lawson.
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Gifted child center on campus ·

By LINDA CREWE
Feature writer

"People do not create in a
vacuum. " Because of this, Dr.
Joe
Khatena,
associate
professor of education, has
decided to do something about it
at Marshall University.
A new chapter of the National
Association for Gifted Children
has been founded here under the
guidance of Dr. Khatena. The
organization,
which
is
"dedicated to champion the
cause of the gifted in this
country," is open to membership for any interested
person including parents,
teachers, students and children.
The organization strives to
help three types of gifted
children -- the highly intelligent
according to IQ test scores, and
the highly creative. The third
type is the child who may be
either highly intelligent or
creative but who, because of
environmental conditions, is
undernourished.
The general purpose of the
organization is to identify
talents of these children and to
develop them through special

programs especially designed at Marshall," said Khatena, series of exercises called are aware of what we can do
for the creative child. Khatena referring
to
the
new " Thinking Creatively with with children in helping them
feels that there are many organization.
Pictures and Words". This test think in a creative way.
potentially creative individuals
He has done extensive work in takes advantage of the However, they are becoming
who have not been able to the field of creativity and is association made between aware of the techniques through
realize their talents because of widely known in educational sounds and words and helps the new textbooks.
lack of opportunity.
'circles. Born and educated in individual identify them in a
Teachers themselves must
He hopes this organization Singapore, Khatena received creative manner.
learn to be flexible and really
will make people aware of their his master's of education
Khatena defined creativity as believe in what they are doing to
talents and of themselves. This degree educational psychology a certain phenomena peculiar be able to get the full benefits of
process of self-actualization can from the University of to human beings in which the creativity," answered Khatena
produce a "happier and Singapore. After emigrating new, novel and. original is in response to a question on the
productivemem~rofsociety." with his family to the United generated. He feels that applicationofcreativeguidance
In specific, the Marshall States, he received his Ph.D. in originality is the most im- in the classroom.
chapter will have the op- educational psychology from portant ingredient in creativity
Asked if children were more
portunity to develop their own the University of Georgia at and should be given the op• responsive to this training than
programs which will fill their Athens.
portunity to develop.
adults, Khatena answered, " It
needs because each chapter is
At Georgia, Khatena became
Defined also by other scholars - . appears that· "little children
entirely autonomous. Khatena closely associated with Paul as- adventurous much as a seem to be more free to use
said that some of the programs Torrence, nationally known pioneer thinker, creativity is their imagination, possibly
could include special courses to educator and researcher in the found in everyone.
because they haven't developed
help the individual understand field of creath·ity in children.
"To a certain extent their intellect, so they rely
the scope of creativity.
Together th~y have been everybody possesses some kind heavily on imagination. "
Other programs may include working on a new method of of creative mental functions,
Through his work in
workshops with selected gifted testing the level of creativity. although the quality of creative creativity. Khatena hopes to
children to acquaint the par·
The test, which deals with the potential depends on other develop tests that will indicate
ticipants with the work that can individual im<tge response to factors such as intelligence and the creative potential in inbe done with gifted children. both verbal anJ sound stimulus, opportunity," said Khatena. dividuals and to promote the
Members of the chapter may will be published soon.
Khatena also said that even nurturing of this talent. The new
also participate in courses in
"We hope to provide soon a mental retardates can be chapter of the National
which they will be directed in technical manual which can be helped to create if they Association for Gifted Children
creative activities.
used by researchers in the field are given proper training and is his step in esUlblishing that
"I am hoping this will have a of creativity," said Khatera. guidance.
goal on the Marshall campus.
good effect in schools here and
Khatena's own tests include a
" I don't think many tea_c hers

letter to the editor
TO THE EDITOR:

I witnessed the intramural football game between Black United
Students (BUS) and Kappa Alpha (KA) fraternity.
However, the crux of this letter concerns the waving of the
confederate flag on campus and at all University functions .
I know the flag symbolize KA, and it shows just what they stand
for ... lam from the deep South (Jacksonville, Florida), and I know
what the rebel flag means, and I feel safe in saying that the flag
means the same thing to mostly all black people.
Concerning the disturbances that occurred after the BUS-KA
contest, I don't condope violence unless one is provoked. Atl a white
person has to do is wave a rebel flag in front of a congregation of
black people, and he will find himself in plenty of trouble.
Any white person should know that the confederate flag brings
about feelings of animosity from most black people whenever they
see it. In faci, it brings about the same effect as waving a red flag in
front of a bull. Anyone in college should have enough sense to know
that the rebel flag irritates many black people to the point of anger
and many times, I'm sorry t-0 say, violence.
I've seen the confederate flag waved at both home football and
basketball games. If Marshall's black students were to wave the
black nationalist flag and give the black power sign while the
national anthem was being played, I'm quite sure that it would
perturb many white people.
It would be rather ignorant on my part to go into Klu Klux Klan
<KKKJ territory advocatipg black power. If I were to be so
ignorant, I should suffer the consequences for doing such an
ignorant thing,
Likewise, it is the same thing for a white person venturing
amongst black people waving a rebel flag. Anyone being so bold,
should be ready to suffer the worst for being so asinine.
It is my thinking that in order to insure that peace between blacl(s
and whites remain on Marshall's campus, the Student Senate pass
legislation outlawing the exhibiting of the confederate flag on
campus and at all University functions.
CRAIG T. GREENLEE
Jacksonville, Florida
Junior

c.oed sign-out process changed

Loria's widow files agains
air polluters and airlines
By NEAL BORGMEYER
Staff reporter

Unnamed
alleged
air
polluters were named in a
lawsuit for $6 million damages
filed Wednesday in behalf of the
- widow and children of Marshall
· University football coach Frank
Loria killed in last month's
plane crash.
.
The suit contends . that air
pollution from factories was a
partial contr1butor to the Nov.
14 crash.
Lawyers for Phyllis Anne
. loria, widow of offensive coach
: Frank Loria, 25, filed suit in
U.S. District Co1,1rt in New York
against Southern Airways, Inc.
and McDonnell-Douglas Corp..._
plus a·number of "John Does,"
who own, operate and control
factories and buildings" in the
vicinity of the Tri-State Airport.
"The defendants did pollute
the atmosphere and the
surrounding area, thereby
causing the atmosphere to
become dangerous for aircraft
arriving and departing from
said airport and this pollution

· was a .concurrent cause of the
occurence," the complaint said.
The lawsuit also accuses
Southern Airways and Mc·
Donnell Douglas of negligence
as to the flight and the aircraft,
calling the DC 9 jet "dangerous,
defective·and deficient."
Among lawyers signing the
complaint was F . Lee Bailey.

Want to write a letter to the
editor? Well, here's how.
The letter must be typed,
double sp.aced and not exceed
two pages in length. It must be ··
in good taste and cannot be
libelous.
The Parthenon reserves the
right to correct spelling or
grammar. The letter must be
presented in person to an editor
in SH 311 along with the person's ID card.

'

a-tr;.: _

course in fallout

ENGINEERS MEET

The Marshall student chapter
of American Society of Civil
Engineers <ASCE ) will meet at
,7 p.m. Monday in the
Engineering building Room 201.,

Fallout shelter analysis class,
sponsored by the United States
Office of Civil Defense COCO),
will be offered next semester.
The first class will meet at 7
p.m. February 15.
According to Prof. Samuel T.
Stinson, chairman of the
engineering department, the
course is primarily intended for
registered professional
engineers and architects, but
students of architecture and
engineering in their final
baccalaureate year are eligible
to enroll. Stinson also said that
if space permitted, anyone who-is interested in' the class may
audit it, but will receive no
credit for the course.

..

...

LETTER POLICY

The dormitory policy of
The sign-out procedure
requiring women to sign out adopted earlier this semester
after 6 p.m. has been changed, required all women to sign out
according to Warren S. Myers after 6 p.m. According to
director of housing.
' Myers, that policy was working,
" Women with self-regulating but it caused confuS\On among
hr v · ·11 now sign out at the residents who had not adopted
rt.f ·
ising hours," he said. to the change of policy.
" Howt·.
those.fresh·m en that
don't have self-regulating hours
must sign out after 6 p.m."
Women with self-regulating
hours must now sign out after 11
p.m ., Monday through ThurMake your college weekends
sday, 1 a.m . on Friday and
ones of treasured remem•
Saturday, and after midnight on
brance. Dine with your special
Sunday.
one at~he French Tavern.
This is the same policy en()pea f to 10 p.ni. Sunday I~ noon to
forced in dormitories last year,
,...a11-l;;.0 p.m. Closed Monday.
Myers said. He explained he
had initiated the "sign out after
2349 Adama Aw.
6 p.m." system on a trial basis
because each dormitory had a
OnRcau 60, West
different signing-out policy.
" l;i ~ • J J,ere~ h~ld.,be .•~
' tlie

~~~~;,!~~mo~·f

OCD sponsors

...
.•....
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.. ;.•......

,
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Marshall romps Presbyterian 91-59
Marshall's Thundering Herd
basketball team started the
season on _ a winning note
Wednesday evening by romping
over Presbyterian College 91-59.
MU gained the victory solely
on the strength of a first half
shooting performance that
featured only eight missed shots
out of 28 attempts, for a
blistering 71.4 percentage.
Meanwhile, the Blue Hose
were shooting 37 .1 per cent from
the field and taking down 12
rebounds
to
MU 's
29.
Presbyterian also had a bad
first half at the foul line, making
only two of seven attempts for a
_28.6 percentage.

The half-time score was 50-28
Marshall.
However, as coach Stewart
Way commented, the Herd
couldn't maintain- consistency.
After the sensational shooting
exhibition in the first half, MU
bottomed out to a 33.3 shooting
per centage for the second
stanza. This resulted in a final
percentage of 47.4.
However, Presbyterian's
cagers were making a
comeback in the scoring
column, as they clicked on 44.4
per cent of their shots in the
second half.
·
But, MU had opened too wjde
of a gap in the first half and

Presbyterian Jost by 33 points.
In fact, Presbyterian only led
once in the game. This occurred
when Fred Melson tipped in a
shot after the opening jumpball.
Marshall
displayed
a
balanced scoring attack with all
five starters scoring in double
figures. Bob DePathy led the
scoring with 18 and was
followed by Dave Smith and
Russell Lee with 16 apiece.
Blaine Henry and Mike
D'Antoni each chipped in 11
points.
Leading scorers for coach
Herb Robinson's Blue Hose
were Steve Crowe with 17 and

Fred Melson with

16.

MU easily won the battle of
the boards, taking down 62
rebounds in comparison with
Presbyterian 's 38.
Russell Lee was the game 's
leading rebounder with 14,
while Dave Smith was runnerup with 12. Steve Crowe and
Rick Morris both had eight
rebounds for the Blue Hose.
A major factor in the Herd's
victory was the ability of Mike
D'Antoni to play on his injured
ankle. AltholJih D'Antoni only
ran through team patterns for
three days, he looked like the
D'Antoni of last season.
Though D'Antoni played only
about half the game, he handed
out six assists and was five for
seven in field goal attempts. He
was especially effective in
driving to the basket for
twistin~ Jay-ups. Three of the
five field goals he scored were
made in this manner.
"Tonight's game was a little
different · than Lawrence,
Kansas last year," said Way in
reference to last season's

opening loss to the University of
Kansas.
Way said he was pleased with
the Herd's defense in spots , but
he added, " We'd play intense
defense for about three minutes
and then slack off."
" We were pretty nervous the
first half and were a little
outclassed as a whole," said
Robinson.
" But, we appreciate the
chance to play Marshall, and
we'll be a lot better next year
with all our starters back," he·
added.
In summary; Way said the
Herd still hasn't gained consistency in any phase of the
game and a Jot of work is in
store.
Marshall University will meet
St. Peter's College Peacocks
Saturday night at Jersey City ,
New Jersey.
St t Peter's, under Coach Don
Kennedy , were fourth best
scoring team in the nation last
year with an average of 93.6
points per game.

Three new baseball
opponents scheduled
Cleveland State University,
Rio Grande College and the
University of Cincinnati are
new opponents appearing on the
1971 Marshall University
baseball schedule.
The 37 game schedule · includes , the Bowling Green
Classic May 20, 21 and 22 at
Bowling· Green State University. Participating in the classic
are Bowling Green, Toledo and
Marshall.
The schedule is as follows :
March 30, Morris Harvey ( 2 )

CA); April 5, West Virginia
State <~ ( H) ; 6, Marietta <A) ;
9, Miami (H) ; 10, Miami (2)
CH ); 13, Morehead CA); 16, Kent
State (Al ; 17, Kent State (2)
,(a ) ; 20, West Virginia State (2)
<A>; 23, Dayton ( H) ; 24, Dayton
( 2) (HJ; 27, Rio Grande ( 2) (A);
30, Ohio University CH) ; May 1,
Ohio University (2) (H ); 4, Rio
,Grande (2) (HJ; 7, Cleveland
State (A); 8, Cleveland State (2)
(A); 11, V.P .I. (A) ; 14, Cincinnati (A); 15, Xavier CA) ; 18,
Morehead (H); 20, 21 and 22, ·
-Bowling Green Classic (Al .

GARY ORSINI SCORES TWO FOR HERD
WUlie Wilcox (at right) sets for tip-in

Sager sees Defian·ce as ·'test'
First-year wrestling coach
Mike Sager puts his untested
grapplers against Defiance
College at 7 : 30 p.m . Saturday to kick-off the 1970 wrestling
se ason for the Thundering
· Herd.
Wrestling for Marshall will be
Mike Hays, Aberdene, Md.,
freshman, in the 118 pound
class; Jon Holtzworth, Huntington senior, in the 126 pound
class; Bill Archer, Huntington
senior, in the 134 pound class ;
Pat Riggs, Parkersburg junior,
in the 142 pound class ; Hale
Baker ,
W il-U ams town

sophomore, in the 150 · pound
c;lass ;
Roger Diederich,
Baltimore, Md., senior, in the
158 pound class ; Greg 'Archer,
Hammond, Ind., sophemore, in
the 167 pound class; Chuck
Nease, Mullens senior, in the
177 pound class; and Dan
Gordon, Raleigh, N.C., junior,
in the heavyweight division.
Qefiance College is a small
coll'ege in the Northwestern
comer of. Ohio. Last year the
Yellow Jackets were first in
their league and placed second
in the district NAIA (National
Association of Inter~ollegiate

Alpha Sig Bowl postponed
The Alpha Sig Bowl .football
tournament for sororities,
sponsored by the Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity, has been postponed until spring due to
weather conditions.
CONCERT POSTPONED

A proposed rock concert to be
sponsored by Greek Council has
been postponed until second
semester, according to Greek
Council president Pat Farrell,
Hinton senior.
The • concert was to have
featured
"The
Georgia
Prophe ts" with top-billing,
backed-up by : "Super Band,"
"The Luv Machine," and
" Genesis," a ll from Lexington,
Ky .
The concert was postponed
' due to the Nov_ 14 air tragedy.

When a definite date is set by
the fraternity, the tournament
will continue with the final
playoff games.

Baseball meeting .
There will be a meeting of the
Marshall University baseball
team Monday at 3:15 p .m. in
Gullickson Hall Room 123.
Head Baseball Coach Jack
Cook asks all players to come
prepared for activity.

Athletics) tournament.
First-year mentor Carlin
Carpenter , a per.sonal friend of
MU's Coach Sager, has six
lettermen and three all-league
standouts returning.
Carpenter says to watch out
for 150 pound Clint Dix. " He 's a
real good one. He's only Jost one
match in his college career."
" I think the Marshall match
will be a real good test for us,"
Carpenter sa id .
Marshall's Coach Sager sees
the match as a forecast of what
the rest of the season will be
like.
" By examining this match,
we can pretty well see whether
or not we're going to have a
successful season."
" Defiance College wrestleJ
small colleges but that doesn't
mean they are to be taken
lightly. They won their first
match against Marshall College
in Indiana 35-10."
Returnees from last year for
Marshall are Holtzworth, B.
Archer, Riggs and Diederich.
$ilger has high hopes for some
of his wrestlers but says, " As a
team, we're untested·."
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Student activity fees a id
women's sports program
By ANNA LAURA KOVICH

Feature writer

•

WMUL to air cage games
By TONY RUTHERFORD

Staff reporter

WMUL Radio will be airing
the entire Marshall University
varsity and freshman home
basketball schedule, the
Marshall
University
Invitational Tournament, and
specially selected high .school
ga-m es , according to Mike
Kirtn e r , Hunting t on
sophomore, sports director.
" At the present time," said
Kirtner, " WMUL is the only
station in . Huntington which
covers all three forms of
basketball, and we are very
proud of this fact."
He added, "With our present
sports staff of six on the air
aMouncers, we have the largest
sports department of any radio
or television station in the
Huntington area.
"We feel," Kirtner continued,
"we can provide more complete
coverage
of
Marshall
University sports because we
are located here on campus and
have a direct ltne of communication with the athletic
department.
"In setting up the high school
games, " he said, " we were
quicker on the draw than the
commercial stations and were
able to get our pick of choice
games."
Kirtner commented, "we feel
the high school games will be of
interest to local sports fans as
well as university students
because there are several
potential all state athletes on
the local teams. ·
"Also," he added, "the home
town teams of many West
Virginia students will come to
the Huntington area to play. By
carrying the high school
INTERVIEWS SET

The following interviews will
be conducted next week in the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Office, 1620 Fifth
Ave. :
Tuesd~y, Aetna Life and
Casualty Co. (Group Division>;
Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Co. - Bell System;
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers ;
Department of Transportation
(Bureau of Public Roads> , and
Consolidated Gas Co.
Wednesday, J.C. PeMey Co.
and U.S. Army Medical
Specialists Corps (in Student
IJnion).

'

basketball games, we will be
giving many students a chance
to hear their Alma Mater play.' '
Handling the play by play
chores. for the varsity games
will be Mike Kirtner and Tom
Rone, Huntington junior; _Tim
Leach, Huntington junior, will
handle the freshman games,
_and . JiJJl Fo_y, Huntington
junior, will do the high school
games.- Mark Campbell,
Huntington sophomore , will
handle the . statistics for the
varsity games.
The WMUL sports department produces a daily sports
program which is included on
"News in Depth" at 5:00. Joe
Ray, Huntington freshman , is
the reporter on the daily
program.

requirements. In the case of under the National Involleyball, it cannot last longer tercollegiate Sports for Women.
Dr. Hicks said recruiting can
than 12 weeks .
The
constitution
was still be carried out for she has
developed
through
the just written to two prospective
President's Council which players in New Jersey and
consists of all presidents of PeMsylvania.
The field hockey team,
West Virginia colleges and
universities. "Not only was the coached by Miss Ell Stull, inconstitution the effort of women structor in physical education,
but of the presidents of the has completed their season.
colleges and universities," said They lost both home matches in
which they played Marietta and
Dr. Hicks.
At Marshall women's in- Wesleyan. They lost an away
tercollegiate sports are match to West Liberty and the
governed by a commission away match with Concord was
consisting of staff and five cancelled.
"Considering that many of
students.
Dr. Hicks feels one of the the team had never played
main disadvantages of the before, the team did very well,"
program has been publicity. said Miss Stull. Many of the
This has hurt attendance of players will be returning next
spectators to many of the year which will be an advantage.
games . . Even so, some of the
The basketball team is
basketball games had a couple coached by Miss Donna
hundred spectators.
Lawson. instructor in physical
No scholarships can be given education. She urges any one
to a player if she wishes to play interested in playing to see her
with any teams competing soon.

''We would like to see more
participation in women's intercollegiate sports. There are
better players on campus than
those who play," said Dr .
Dorothy Hicks, chairman of the
women 's physical education
department.
The women's intercollegiate
program is much better this
. year because women participating in sports do not have
to pay for their own food and
lodging when traveling.
Because of the allotment in
student activity fees , these
expenses are now paid for.
The department . is "very
appreciative", according to Dr.
Hicks, for the money from the
activities fee; this was 20 cents
ftom each activity fee paid.
Given $2,591.84, which is more
than asked for, the program has
been able to operate very efficiently , said Dr. Hicks.
New uniforms have been
bought to be used in volleyball,
softball and basketball. Next
year new uniforms for field
hockey will be bought.
Marshall's Logan Branch
The strong shooting ·and inDr. Hicks· said no increase in downed Muskingum Area di vidual defense of Fred May, a
money will be asked for in the Technical Institute Wednesday 6-5 sophomore from Chapnext two or three years. She night in an 83-64 victory.
manville, allowed Marshall to
feels more expansion could not
·Leading the scoring for increase its lead to 38-25- at the
be handled because more time Marshall . was 6-6 Barney half.
could not be given by the staff. Thompson, a sophomore from
"The boys played a good
Besi~es acting as coaches for Barboursville, with 25 points . . second half," commel!ted Head
the different teams, the coac~es Following Thompson were Co~ch !ohn Goff. He stated that
must carry a full-time teachi~ Steve Mc.Gain, a 6•3.guard frorµ ..., swttchmg from a man-tc>-man
!oa~ . ,.,
. • ·_ ~~-Logan,"-&nd-'Mike--!rufflel",....a4&- ~ lQJl ~ wa,I.,,,...
Eight sports are me uded m forward from Chapmanville, effective against Mus~1ngum.
the program. They are golf, b0 th tt'ng
Logan Branch, following 23-4
15
tennis, field hockey, basketball,
ne 1
·
season last year has played four
badminton, softball, and track
Mark Tom, Zanesville fresh- games this year. The Logan
and field. There is no actual man, led Muskingum's scoring Herd now stands with a 4-1
swimming team but there ar~ with 16.
record.
women who participate on their
own in swim meets.
Governed by the West
Virginia Commission on Intercollegiate Sports for Women
scheduling must fit certain

•
fourth
Branch wins

Volleyball in ieopardy
Wom e n's intramural
volleyball .<dormitoryindependent division) may be
discontinued this year if women
participating in this division of
volleyball do not attend a
meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
the women's gym, according to
Betty Roberts, intramural
director and physical education
instructor. ,
Miss Roberts feels that either
due to lack of organization or
lack of communication between
the students, more forfeits have
resulted than games played.
" As the intramurals stand
now, we have five girls who
want to play and the sixth girl to
round out the team does not
appear," Miss Roberts said.
"The girls who , have been
coming on the night of the game
are dropping out due to such
incidences.''
At the meeting Tuesday there
will be a discussion of the
reorganization of volleyball
teams and the desire of the
women toward intramural
volleyball participation.
Students met last spring and
indicated a desire to require
dormitory students to play only
on dormitory teams, according
to Miss Roberts~
" The sorority division of
volleyball has be.e n participating quite well and their
division will remain as is," Miss
Roberts said.
Basketball, the next intramural event, will be
orga nized differen'tly, , •

cording to Miss Roberts.
Women will be allowed to
participate on any team ,
regardless ·or where she lives.
In Wednesday's intramural
volleyball action, Prichard Hall
No. 1 defeated Laidley Hall No.
2 in two straight games 15-6 and
15-3. Five other games were
forfeited.
South Hall No. 2 forfeited to
Independents ; South Hall No. 1
forfeited to Twin Towers West
No. 1; Alpha Sigma Alpha
forfeited to Alpha Xi DeJta ;
Delta Zeta No. 2 forfeited to
Sigma Kappa. The game between Twin Towers West No. 4
and Twin Towers West No. 2
was cancelled because no one
showed up.

CAREERS
in a HURRY
pick your field . ..
•airlines •1egal
*medical •executive

secretarial •fashion
•merchandising"'speedwriting
student loans available
call-come In-or write
Century Career College

Century
Career College
5345th Ave.

Phone 52t-24SI

Belted and scooped,
o mdivi ua ism
with a wide choice of textures--colorfully
knitted into a very special gifted look
in pull-overs, buton-ups and buckle ups.
-- •12. to '25.
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Forty"."hNo selected · for' Who's Who
S ANDR A
M A L O T T Student Conduct and Welfare affairs commissioner and
CROSSON of Huntington was Committee, Interfraternity secretary of Student Senate.
Forty-two . Marshall students assistant Impact coordinator in Council, and Greek. Council. He She is house president of Phi Mu
have been selected for Who's 1968 and a member of the was vice president of the fresh- sorority, a founder of UnAl u m n i
Who Among Students in Academic Standards Com- man class at West Virginia d e r gr a d u a t e
American Universities and mittee in 1967-68. She js a Wesleyan College and attended Association, and was executive
Colleges, according to Fredric member of Alpha Lambda national Zeta Beta Tau con- secretary of Student Government, Panhellenic rush coorGeorge, Huntington senior and Delta; Chi Beta Phi; Pi Mu vention.
PATRICIA HARLOW was dinator, and a member · of
commissioner of academic Epsilon, math honorary; Pi
affairs.
Kappa Delta, debate 'honorary; 1970 Homecoming coordinator Impact committee.
CHRISTINE MOORE of
George said the selection was Math Club; French Club and and Panhellenic rush coormade among seniors and Sisters of the Golden Heart. She dinator. She is Delta Zeta vice Huntington is vice president of
graduate students on the basis was graduated cum laude and is president, Fagus treasurer, and Fagus and Alpha Xi Delta. She
of activities and grades. a graduate student in is a member of Little Sisters of has served on Student Senate,
Minerva. She works with Panhellenic Council, Greek
Selecting MU's representatives psychology.
was the job of an eight member
TOMMIE DENNY of Nitro Volunteers in Qommunity Council, and election comfaculty-student · committee was editor-in-chief of The Service <VICS) and seryed on mission and Greek Week
committees. She is a member of
composed of Dr. Jack R. Parthenon and is secretary of the student directory_ com·
Pi Deltp Phi, French honorary;
Brown, professor of English; Delta Zeta sorority. She is a mittee.
LINDA SUE HATTEN of Sigma Tau Delta, English
Dr. Dorothy Hicks, professor of member of Alpha Lambda
physical education; Dr. Donald Delta, Fagus, Theta Sigma Phi Kenova is secretary of Alpha honorary; and Phi Alpha Theta,
K. C~rson, special assistant to (women's
journalism Chi Omega, a Student Court history honorary.
JANET NIELSEN of Toms
the president; Dr. Harold E. honorary), Young Democrats justice, and was a member of
Ward, professor of biological and Alpha Beta Alpha (library high school visitation and River, N.J., is vice presid_ent of
science; Mary Martin, St. science honorary). She is on the elections committees. She was Sigma Kappa sorority, p;lSt
Albans junior; David Brooks, editorial · board of The Par- coordinator of Panhell~nic rush president of the Association for
Huntington graduate; Becky thenon and has been employed registration and worked three Childhood Education, and a
summers in the freshman member of Fagus. She has
Batten, Parkersburg senior, by the Charleston Gazette.
and John Wilson, Milton junior.
DAVID REID DILLON of orientation program as a participated in Pershing
Ruffles, Creative Dance Club
Members of Who's Who are: South Point, Ohio, was editor of counselor.
JACK HOLT of Hinton is and Volunteers in C9mmunity
ALISON ALEXANDER of the Chief Justice in 1969. He has
Ceredo is past president of had two papers delivered at the president of Pi Kappa Alpha, Service.
FRANCIS M. O'ROURKE of
Speakers _Bureau and is a West Virginia Philosophical treasurer of Robe, and a
member of the debate team; Pi Society and attended the West member, of Student Senate, New York City is chairman and
Kappa
Delta,
forensic Virginia Poetry Conclave. He Omega and lnterfraternity and a major organizer of Volunteers
honorary; Alpha Lambda has published poetry in Little Greek Councils. He is president in Community Service, a
Delta, - freshman women's Review and Infinity and was of the senior class, past member of Newman Club and
honorary, and Sigma Tau Delta, honorable mention for a Dan- president of the junior class, Campus Christian Center
and was Winter Weekend Executive Committee, and a
English honorary. She par- forth Fellowship.
ticipated in University Theatre
RICHARD H. DUNFEE of Coordinator in 1969. He worked member of the varsity swim· production "The Man Who Wheeling is social affairs as an orientation counselor and ming team. He is a transfer
Came to Dinner" and was commissioner for · Student was Greek Homecoming student from St. Gregory's
junior College where he was a
student
director
for Government and has worked in coordinator.
MARGARET HUMPHREYS member of Student Senate and
"Misalliance."
freshman activities and high
RICHARD G. BACKUS of school visitation. He is of Huntington has participated received an award as outUniversity
Theatre standing student of the year.
Huntington was _president of secretary of Zeta Beta Tau and in
LEON K. _OXLEY of HunSigma Phi Epsilon and vice 'is a member of Omega, Robe, productions of "The .Man Who
president of the junior class. He Big Green Club, Student Center Came to Dinner," "Picnic," tington is president of Omicron
is a member of Omicron Delta Planning Board, Artists Series and "Tartuffe." She is a Delta Kappa and past president
Kappa, The Robe and Omega, Co r p or a ti on, Y o u n g member of Alpha Psi Omega of Alpha Sigma Phi. He is chief
all
men's
leadership Republicans and was an (national dramatics honorary), justice of Student Court, vice
historian of Alpha Chi Omega, president of Omega and a
honoraries. He was a member orientation counselor.
of Interfraternity Council,
LESLIE S. FLOWERS of and a member of Little Sisters member of The Robe, Young
Republicans, university judicial
Greek Council, Student Senate Newark, Calif., 'is a news editor of Minerva.
PAMELA ISON of Huntington board, and Pi Sigma Alpha,
and is vice president of the for The Parthenon and -·has
senior class.
written free lance •for major is past president of Alpha political science honorary.
CATHY PERRY is treasurer
REYNOLDS MEDLAND daily newspapers. She is a Lambda Delta and a member of
BLANKENSHIP of Pikeville, member of Phi Mu sorority and Alpha Xi Delta, Little Sisters of of Alpha Xi Delta sorority and
Ky., is a member of Zeta Beta Theta ~gma Phi. Last year she Minerva, and Panhellenic was vice president of the freshTau where he has been vice represented Marshall in its first Council. She is a former- man class. She has been active
president and secretary. He is year as a member of the member of Student Senate and in Student Senate, Sisters of the
secretary of Omicron. Delta Regional Council for In· has served on the election Golden Heart, Homecoming
Kappa and was a member of the ternational Education by being commission, Academic Stan- committee- and Pi Delta Phi,
freshman basketball squad in one ol 45 American college dards and Planning Committee, French honorary. She .was
1967-68. He has worked in students living and studying in· and Publications and Public sophomore attendant to Miss
Relations Committee.
Marshall, Miss Flame 1967,
Student Government com- Switzerland.
JOHN H. JARRETT of South Miss Fraternal Order of Police
mittees on teacher evaluation,
ANITA GARDNER of Hunhigh school visitation, and,
tington is president of Fagus, Charleston is vice president of 1968-69, and a recipient of a
• freshman activities.
rush chairman of Alpha Chi · Kappa Alpha and The Robe and Gloria Brothers Scholarship.
THOMAS W. PETTIT is vice
DAVID C. BORLING of Omega, vice president of Theta is treasurer of Omega. He is a
Grafton, Ohio, is past president ~igma Phi, and a member of member of Omicron Delta president of Sigma ·Alpha
pro tempore of Student senate l>_anhellenic Council and Alpha Kappa, Speakers Bureau, and · Epsilon and a member of
and has served on Student Lambda Delta. She is assistant Homecoming committee. He Omicron Delta Kappa, The
Government committees for advertising manager for The part~cipated in the University Robe and Pi Sigma Alpha. He
production - of was in Student Senate and Infinance, actjvity fees and Ar· Parthenon and has served as Theatre
terfraternity Council and
tists Series. He is a member of news editor and circulation "Lysistrata."
THOMAS E. KENNEY of served on Student Government
Zeta Beta Tau and served as a manager and was 'Priscilla
dormitory resident adviser.
Mars~all' bask~tball mascot. Huntington is president of In- committees for rules, teacher
SUSAN CASALI of Beckley is
FREDRIC GEORGE is terfraternity Council and past evaluation and a university
editor-inschief of the Chief Student Government academic president of Pi Kappa Alpha senate.
and the freshman class. He is a
DAVID T. PHILLIPS of St.
Justice, Fagus senior women's affairs comm1ss1oner,
honorary historian, a member member of Omicron Delta member of Omega, The Robe, Albans is a member of the
of Student Senate, recording Kappa,
Student
Senate, and' has served as a student marching band, symphony
secretary for Phi' Mu sorority Speakers Bureau, Modern senator, Homecoming coor.-- orchestra, Choral Union, wind
and a member of Chi Beta Phi, Language Association and Pi dinator, athletic affairs com- ensemble, and Phi Mu Alpha,
national science honorary. She- Sigma Alpha (political science missioner and a delegate to music honorary. He was a
charter member of Kappa
has servec;l on the Mother's Day honorary). He served on fresh- national IFC conventions.
JOCELYNNE MCCALL is Kappa Psi band honorary and
Sing commission, high school man activities, Senate rules,
visitation committee, Un- and constitutional revision president of Panhellenic , will present an honors recital on
Council, Student Government the clarinet in January.
der graduate Alumni committees.
Association and was an
JAMES M. _ GRIFFIN of
orientation counselor.
Huntington is a member of
ROBIN
CHANDLER of Omicron Delta Kappa and has
Huntington is past vice been pFesident of Phi ~ta
president of .Sigma Sigma Sigma, freshman
men's
Sigma, coordinator of Mother's honorary, and Alpha Epsilon
Day Sing, Fagus secretary, a Delta, pre-med fraternity. He is
Student Court justice and a recipient of Preiser Science
member of Delta Omicron, Scholarship Award and two Dr.
music fraternity. She has Francis Scott Medical Career
participated in A Cappella Scholarships. He is also ..
Choir, Symphonic Choir, Choral president of Mountain Retreat
Union, and was featured in Conservatiqp Club.
oductions of "Messiah,"
JOHN lfAMMAT of Hun<l
ansel .nd ;,G!,~~ttl,'; /. ~1¢, " p ~
- \S:Pit!Sj~;ll~ of,7~ta Beta ~
~ · • , - ...,~
8" fll,fllallller _ef. Qm 111 .RI
By JOHN WILSON
Staff reporter

ROBERT T. PHILLIPS of St.
Albans is a member of the
marching band, wind ensemble,
Huntington orchestra, and
Choral Union. He is president of
Phi Mu Alpha, a charter
member of Kappa Kappa Psi
and first trumpet for Marshall
Community Symphony Orchestra.
GARY POMMERENCK of
Mt. Clemens, Mich., is
president of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and was president of
the sophomore class. He is a
member of Interfraternity
Council,
Greek Council,
Omicron Delta Kappa, The
Robe, athletic affairs committee and is on the varsity
basketball team.

a

r

REBECCA
ANNE
RICHARDSON of Ironton, ·ohio,

is a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
nominee and a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta, Sigma
Tau Delta, and Phi Mu. She was
Miss Chief Justice 1968-69 and
Miss
Huntington
Police
Department 1968.
DIANE RIGNEY of Huntington placed second in
national oratorial championship and has participated
extensively in forensics · and
debate. She is a .member of
Alph'a Lambda Delta, president
of the debate honorary, and past
president of the Speakers
Bureau. She is presently a
nominee for Woodrow Wilson
and Danforth Fellowships.
ANTHONY M. ROMANO is
past president of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and secretary of In=
terfraternity Council. He is a
member· of Omega, The Robe_,
Physical' Education Majors
Club, Newman Club, and was a
member of the Independent
Student Party Executive
Committee and Greek Week
coordinator in -1968.
DON"ROSS of Huntington is
Student Government commissioner of academic affairs,
vice president of Omicron Delta
Kappa, and a member of Black
United Students, Student Union
Planning Commission, and
Alpha Epsilon Delta (pre-med
honorary).
JOHN W. SHELLCRO~T of
Huntington is organizer and
president of Black United
Students and has worked to
establish
black
studies
curriculum. He is a member of
the Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee, Pershing
Rifles, Zeta Beta Tau, Christian
· Fellowship of Athletes and !;hief
justice for South Hall.
SANDRA S. STEWART of
West Columbia is president pro
tempore of Student Senate and
chairman of Student Affairs
Committee. She has served on
Student Government committees for planning and
facilities, academic affairs,
Impact, Artists Series, Winter
Weekend and Homecoming. She
has also worked as an orientation counselor.
MAD£LINE

ORPHA

STOVER is vice president of the
student body ;ind student
delegate to the Board of
<cont. on page 7l

STOCK LIQUIDATION SALB
Starts Friday Dec. 4th

The Pantry

Redudions to 50%
1522 Fourth Avenue
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Greek activities set,
Winter formals , community
projects and TGIFs highlight
Greek weekend activities as
first signs of the Christmas
season.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
will collect for the Stella Fuller
fund from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m. in
front of H. L. Green and Thrift
Drug Store in Huntington. The
Sig Ep's annual banquet for
graduating seniors will be at 6
p.m. the same· day at the
Holi-0ay Inn. Their winter
formal will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the Hullabaloo
Club.
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity will
have an informal from 8 p.m. to
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Publica.tion board

midnight Friday at their house.
The ZBT's annual "Crystal
Ball" formal will be from 9 p.m.
to l a .m . Saturday at the Henry
Clay Hotel in Ashland, Ky.
A proposal to include The Professor W. Page Pitt pointed
Music will be provided by _
Parthenon under a proposed out that if The Parthenon were
Pegasus . A cocktail hour,
Nine Marshall Vniversity board
publications to set taken from the Department of
sponsored by the fraternity's graduates have been named for general policy was tabled Journalism then there would be
Mother's Club, will precede the inclusion · in the 1970 edition of Wednesday for two weeks by no lab and the University could
formal.
'Outstanding Young Men Of the Executive Committee.
riot afford to furnish a lab in The
America.'
The committee voted to let · Parthenon's place. He also said
Sigma Kappa Sorority wiU
They were nominated earlier members of The Parthenon that continuing the present
have an informal from 8 p.m. to this. year 11:nd c~osen on the editorial staff cover the meeting Parthenon operation under a
midnight - Friday at the - basis of their achievements..
which was attended also by board of publications would be
Hullabaloo Club with music by
In . th~ 7th year of. .'ts members of the publications "unworkable."
Pegasus. The Sigma Kappas pubhcalton,
the
edition · committee and four members of
Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, vice
will TGIF with Kappa Alpha recognizes and honors young the Department of Journalism president of academic affairs,
Qrder at 2 p.m. Saturday at the men .in t~e Uajted States _who faculty.
and member of .the Executive
Varsity.
are w_orkmg toward excelle~ce
Dr. Ben Hope, professor of Committee said that for the .
in their careers and community speech and chairman of the "board to appoint the editor is
service.
publications
committee , unthinkable. Why not let the
Those selected from Marshall reported · on the committee's journalism department select
WMUL PROGRAMMING Lean Portrait." A radio are Gary L. Adams, -St. Louis, findings, which recommended its editor?"
. HIGHLIGHTS FOR Friday:
dialogue between David Lean, Mo. 0960) ; Robert C. Cole, the establis)lment of a board of
He also said referring to the
5:15 EVENING CONCERT award winning director of Dayton,Ohio0960l;ThomasR. publications which would proposed inclusion of The
HALL: A new time for your "Ryans Daughter," ''Qoctor Dorworth, Minneapolis, Minn., govern all student publications Parthenon under a board of
favorite selections from the Zhivago," "Lawrence of 0964) ; James W· Harper, including · The Parthenon and · publications " would not be
world of classical music.
Arabia," and "The Bridge on Huntington, (1963 ) ; Aubrey C. the Chief Justice.
freedom of the press, this w.ould
7:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS: the River Kwai." Joseph King, Linthicum Heights, Md.,
Dr. J. Harvey Saunders, be regulation."
Charlie Parker, Herbie Mann, Gelmis, film critic and author of 0963); William C. McComas, acting dean of the College of
Dr. John Goodwin, assistant
and other jazz favopites.
"The Film Director · as Huntington, ( 1966 >; Capt. Arts and Sciences aild member professor Bible and Religion
8 : oo HIGH
SCHOOL Superstar.'' Also comm,ents Ronald R. Morgan, Huntington, of the Executive Committee, and member of the publications
BASKETBALL : Huntington from Robert Mitchum, Trevor 0965); Do11ald D. · Nichol, . readareportfromthefacultyof committee, said that the· study
East vs. St. Joe.
Howard, John Mills, Sarah Huntington. 0964) ; and Audy the Department of Journalism of the committee was not a
10:00 ROCK: Immediately Miles and Robert Bolt, writer of M. Perry, Huntington, 0 958 >. in reply to the publications hasty piece of work. He said
following the ball game, it's the
"Ryan's
Daughter"
committee report.
they · had researched it and
Terry Richards with the sound screenplay.
The publications board, as compared·the way newspapers
of folk music of today.
Sunday:
described by the committee, on colleges were run all over the
Saturday:
8:30 FROM SORCERY TO
· d'
would establish policies for country.
2:00 TEXACO
SCIENCE : An investigation by
student publications, appoint
He stated that of colleges and
METROPOLITAN OPERA: Dr. Brian Rose into science and
- :-"~
,
editors and would oversee _universities studied, 90 per cent
Live from the Metropolitan the social implications of sorefinancial operations.
of them had a board such as was
. heraf t.
<cont.from page
Opera House in New York a ery and w1tc
.
.
• 6)
Statements
from · the being suggested .
performance of Donizetti's
'9:00 · SOUND LISTENING: Regents-. She was vice president Department of Journalism
The committee then went into
"Don Pasqualt'!."
Guests include Dr. Terry of the junior cl~ss, a ~tudent centered around the need for a executive session for further
5:30 PUBLiC AFFAIRS Hollinger, general manager of senator, and assistant.direc~or journalism laboratory. discussion and action.
SPECIAL: "A Review of the WMUL-TV CCTV and WMUL• . of the . ,freshman orientation
c.,_;
1970 Elections."
,
FM, and H~rdin W. King of--the -· program.~he is__.,a p, bonorary, _
.,,,-~ ~ ~ ,~
~ Q _
fer Oft f . _....
6:30 ·SATURDAY · 'NIGHT""' Caml)us .ctlris(1en'-Centel.''. '' - - _member..s,of,.,_Omicron- Delte,..
MarshalT'Oniversity's student chapters of the American
AT THE WORLD: -Selections
Monday:
Kappa a nd ~ ~ember of chapter of the American Chemical Society, and the 50
from the soundtrack "I Walk
'.7:00 JAZZ AFTER HOURS : Camp':'s. Chri s tian · Center Chemical Society is one of 50 chosen for commendation were
the Line" and -a review of Tonight the accent is on con- · Commiss10n.
college chapters selected for recognized for developing at"McKenzie
Break"
are temporary jazz.
BETT~ JANE ~HOM_PSON speci!ll commendation for its titudes of professionalism
featured.
9 :00 ROCK: "Greg," ·· of Ju~pmg Branch is adviser to program of activities , ac- among students interested in
9:00 SOUND ON FILM: "A that's all that need be said.
~ormit~ry gove~mentand w~s cording- to Dr, J. Trygve, chemistry as a career.
first vice presid~nt of · Twm chairman of the Council
Faculty advisors for the
Towers We~t. _S~e is~ ~ember Committee on · Chemical Marshall University chapter
of the.Classical ~oc1abo~ and Education.
are Dr. J. Holland Hoback,
has served as vice_ preSide~t
Jensen, a faculty- member at professor ofchemistry, and Dr.
and secretary-treasurer. S~e is Wagner College in New York, Melvyn W. Mosher, assistant
a m~mber of Eta_ Sigma said there are 522 students professor of chemistry.
support the Democratic part;t, I alS?
By CRAIG T. GREENLEE
Phi and Sigma Delta P1.
would be hesitant to believe tHat
Staffreporter
SANDRA E. TANNER of
I would have a good chance of Huntington is a member of
"I want to ma~e it perfectly being employed," he said. ·
Alpha Xi Delta and has served
Nixon went on to say, "people two terms in Student Senate.
clear that I will not run for
•student body president in the have attempted to use my name She was vice president of Alpha
_JUST IN- TIME
upcoming campus elections." as a drawing card for their Lambda Delta and is a member
Those were U1e words of organizations in assisting them of Kappa Omicron Phi , home
Richard Nixon. Who? That's to boost organization mem- economics honorary. She has
right, you read correctly, bership and participation."
served on Student Government
Relating an incident involving-- committees for constitutional
Richard Nixon.
Richard Nixon, South Point, his name, he said, "when Nixon revision, budget, academic
Ohio, junior said, "It has been a was vice-presid7.11t, my parents affairs, and Senate rules. ·
lot of fun bearing the same and I registerea at a hotel in
SUE
ANN
WHITT -of
name as the President. Cincinnati. After signing in, the Wheelersburg ,
Ohio,
is
Whenever, I am introduced to desk clerk remarked that if he president of Alpha Chi Omega
people, I get looks that range knew that I was going to be in and is a member of Panhellenic
from astonished to dirty, and I Cincinnati, he would have had Council, Greek Council, and
really er.1joy watching the dif- the Presidential Suite reser- Sisters of the Golden Heart. She
ved."
ferent reactions."
was Laidley Hall treasurer, a
" All in all, most of it has been member of the dormitory
When asked of any bad
connotations his name might · good-natured fun, although council, Campus Crusade for
have, he said, ''I've never had thei:e have been times when I Christ, and represented Alpha
anyone treat me viciously as a · became fed up with the joking,·• Chi Omega at their national
result of the similiarities in the he. added.
convention in Portland. Ore.
"Whenever I · come around
names."
people that ddn 't know me and·
" However, the name can· hurt they ask, 'who do you think vou
me, because if I were to apply are?', I smile and say, 'I'm
for a job at a firm that tendP.d to Richard Nixon·."

grads
named

proposal tabled
·or

WMUL Weekend h·1ghl·1ghts
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Richard Nix~n decides, not
to seek office cit - Marshall -
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Co.al mining debate topic
Student volunteers are deal with our regular wage and
needed to participate in a price control question, or with
formal debate with West some aspect of the problem of
Virginia University on the topic pollution, the West Virginia
of coal mining in the state, University people would like, if
possibly. on the more specific possible, to debate there . on
topic of strip mining, according some subject concerned with
to Dr. Ben Hope, director of West Virginia mining."
, forensics.
• Any student interested in
"We
have
tentatively participating in the debate ~re
arranged for an exchange of requested to contact either Dr.
debates," Dr. Hope- said. Ben Hope or Miss Jacqueline
hile the debate here at White ~l.aitiJldi~for of
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'VICS a 'go-between'
• By PAULA THOMPSON

Feature writer
"I believe Marshall can stand
out among American universities by becoming involved in
in the surrounding area."

RICHARD BURCHETI', INSTRUCTOR OF
SOCIAL STUDIES, REVIEWS TEXT

-M U teacher nearly
·dropped high school
By RICHARD HENSLEY
Feature writer

,,.

r

"I didn't like school at all."
"I had no intention of going on to college and, in fact,
wanted to drop out of high school."
The speaker did not drop out of school but is now, some
years later, a teacher. Richard Burchett, an instructor of
social studies at Marshall University, was recalling a
time when his ambition was to become a welder rather
than a university professor.
"When I was of hi8h achool age," related Burchett, "I
had no intention of going on to college, much less
becoming an instructor in college. I was attending· a
vocational school on a co-i>p plan, learning to be a welder.
I wanted to get out of school as quickly as possible and get
a job in weldinJ.!."
A series of events and· circumstances plus a gradual
change in young Burchett's aspirations led him down
another road and finally to his present position in
education. Students of Burchett's classes say he is interested in life and people and relates the facts and
materials of the course in this direction.
"I really disliked school," he says now. "I was going to
drop out and join the.Army Reserve, and I would have quit
if my dad hadn't refused to allow it. or course, I'm glad
now that he took a strong stand with me.''
Burchett did graduate from high school but was still
determined to go no further in education. He worked as a
janitor ,drove.a furniture truck and worked in a jet engine
plant.
"Before too long I began to realize that the work wasn't
what I had thought it to be," said Burchett. " I thought
there must be something more in life for me than manual
labor."
Burchett's dissatisfaction with hi~ work were added to
thoughts that he should do something more with his life
and other pressures common to many young men searching to find themselves. It caused him to decide to try
college life.
He entered Anderson College in Anderson, Ind. but still
bad no goal for his life or an idea of what he wanted to
study. He felt bis presence in college to be almost an
accident.
At Anderson College a friend of Burchett's brother took
Richard under his wing. The friend happened to be a
history instructor so Burchett became interested in
history and chose his major in secondary education of
'social studies. He bad deci~ to teach at the end of his
sophomore year.
Shortly after his graduation from Anderson in 1963, he
married Marjorie Little. For five years after graduation
both Burchetts taught in the school system of Finneytown,
Ohio. Burchett taught in both junior hiigh school.and high
school and coached football, track and cross country.
From Finneytown Burchett went to Chadron State
Teachers College, Nebraska where h1, was a graduate
. assistant and where he and his wife spent a year as houseparents for a dormitory. ~urchett says this was quite an
"eventual and interesting" year. There were serious
problems or pranks, but there was never a dull moment ..
"The experience was worthwhile, but I'm not sure I
would do it again," he adds.
,
At Chadron he received his degree of Master of Science
in Education. He has completed all work except one
chapter of his thesis for a degree of Master of Arts in
History from the University of Cincinnati. i3urchett came
to Marshall in September, 1969. Mrs. Burchett no lonJ.!er
teachet-but devotes her time to their two daughters, 3 1/ 2
aod:lyeen,,oldi

The words of Frank
O'Rourke, New York, N.Y.,
senior, expres!i not only his own
feeling, but the thought behind
the VICS, Volunteers in Community Service, of which
O'Rourke is chairman.
" VICS are a go-between
between kids on campus and
existing volunteer programs in
the community," he says. "The
main purpose is to get a flow
between the community and
Marshall."
· VICS are involved with
Huntington State Hospital, old
age homes, elementary schools,
and Huntington ·volunteer
services.
The student volunteers
working under the VICS mental
health program spend each
Saturday afternoon at the state
hospital where they work with
the patients under the super-vision of Tom Coray, Director of
Adjunctive Therapy. ~
Members of the VICS will
help form a senior citizens

group in Guyandotte. Thirtyfive members of this group will
aid in transportation , advertising, and program planning for the senior citizens.
Volunteers in Community
Service began last year with
. only six members. This year the
membership has climbed to 300.
O'. Rourke, concerned with
recruiting for the VICS, transferred to Marshall in 1968 as a
sociology major. O'Rourke is
still uncertain as to whether he
will go for his masters degree or
work with Volunteers in Service
to America in the coming year.
However, he is actively involved
with
several
organizations now. Besides the
VICS, he is also a member of the
Student Advisory Board
through Dr. Constantine Curris,
director of student personnel
programs. According to
O'Rourke, the Board is made up
of students from different
backgrounds who try to get a
better idea of how students can
help Marshall and how Marshall can help students. He is
also on the Executive Comm1ss10n at the Campus
Christian Center.
O'Rourke feels there should
be more emphasis on the
academic aspect of Marshall.
"College education today is a

Burchett has some definite beliefs about education
which he relates to his classes at their first mE:eting each
semester.
·
"The major purpose for any course, I believe, whether
it is history, math, or something else, is to broaden our
experience," Burchett says. " A student should begin to
see many life styles, and through this awareness become
tolerant of others. So, I think tolerance is a result of
education, but I do not equate tolerant with meaning
'wishy-washy'."
Burchett refers to Socrates' belief that if one truly
knows good, he caMot choose evil ..He says that, while this
statement may not be completely true, the more
knowledge or understanding one has the better one's life
will be.
"Sometimes I think we tend to isolate ourselves from
the world in a university," Burchett suggests. ·"we see
everythilll(through academic eyes from an ivory tower
and do not get down to where life is lived."
This past summer the social studies instructor got down
to where life is lived by taking a job with a construction
crew for the Department of Highways. He said that,
although some of his co-workers could barely read, he
found them to be much closer to reality than some well educated persons. He said he finds Appalachian people to
be "beautiful people" and "very real individuals."
He agrees with some other area educators that a
problem with education in Appalachia is teaching
children to deal with abstractions when they are used to
concrete ideas. He is especially concerned with the
reading problems of some students of the area and
believes government programs to assist these poor
readers are wise.
Burchett says he has an opportunity to get a job next
summer driving a coal truck in eastern Kentucky. He
claims he is not sure now whether he' will accept the job
but speaks of it with enthusiasm.
Richard Burchett says his interests lie now more in the
direction. of contemporary social problems than in
history. He believes students now must gain some facts to
form concepts but tha t the concepts are more important to
them than the facts. He admits to sometimes feeling
frustrated in his efforts to teach, but he finds teaching a
rewarding profession.
Richard Burchett's story is that of a potential high
school dropout who has become a dedicated university
tea~r.

complete void where you are
placed in a class situation for
four years, then you are given
your degree and told to go out
and work with people without
any background. It should go
hand in hand - the formal
education of the lecture with the
work in your field. "
According to O'Rourke,
Marshall can also become involved with the surrounding
area by realizing the importance of its location. " First hand studies can. be made
concerning Appalachian environment in the fields of
sociology and psychology," he
explains.
"Marshall is an example of
the silent majority. What the
University need~ is both people
from the community and
students who care to help answer the questions: What is
Marshall? Where is it going'?
Why are we here?""
O' Rourke believes even
tragedy may have a purpose for
Marshall. " I hope that the tears
and feelings for the members of
Marshall's football team do not
just become a memory, but a
stimulus for every student at
Marshall to make the most of
the time we have -- to dedicate ·
ourselves to better Marshall in
their name.
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